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Abstract 
In this design microwave photons are propagating in a sapphire rod, and are being absorbed by a superconductor deposited on the 
surface of the rod. The frequency of the radiation is tuned to be less than the energy gap in the superconductor, so that the pair 
breaking is not taking place. This photon pumping redistributes the electron-hole quasiparticles: their distribution function is non-
equilibrium, and the “phonon-deficit effect” takes place. There is a dielectric material deposited on top of superconductor, which 
serves as the “cold finger” of the cooler.  Its “acoustical density”   is supposed to be smaller than that of the superconducting 
material, so phonons are being “rectified” and propagate from, but not to it: the energy flows from the “cold finger” into the 
superconductor. The best reported rectification achieved as of today is about factor of five, which is marginal for our design. To 
further enhance the rectification, one can use the acoustical filtering. It can be arranged between the superconductor and the “cold 
finger”. Having a remarkably high heat conductivity and high acoustic density, the sapphire rod serves not only as a photonic 
wave-guide, but also as a thermal heat sink. It is thermally anchored to the bigger external heat-bath. Spectral phonon filters are 
arranged between sapphire and superconducting film, so that sapphire would only receive and absorb excess phonons without 
supplying deficient phonons to the superconductor. We performed calculations using parameters of existing materials; major 
details characterizing the design have been taken into account. Opportunities are “cool” enough to be pursued experimentally. 
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1. Introduction 
Photonic coolers recently crossed the cryogenic temperature threshold, which thermoelectric coolers have failed to 
do during almost 200 years of development (Melgaard et al., 2013). Would it be possible to get to the 4K stage via 
photonic cooling? This temperature range has been least addressed with “traditional” (Epstein, Sheik-Bahae, 2009) 
optical cryocoolers, it is the most difficult, and requires special investigation to ensure that reaching 4K without 
liquid cryogens is possible in principle.To understand the problem, let us consider the schematics of optical cooling. 
The process of optical refrigeration is based on anti-Stokes fluorescence (Fig. 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cooling takes place because with each absorbed photon a phonon disappears and its energy is being taken away by 
an emitted photon. This means that one photon removes one phonon. In absence of parasitic non-radiative 
absorption, the efficiency of cooling is iptpncE ,/ZZ . At room temperature and infrared pumping, 
eVkTBpn )40/1(~ |Z! and 02.0|cE . At 4K, cE  is smaller by two orders of magnitude, and parasitic absorption, 
which tends to elevate the temperature, becomes an issue. If, e.g., instead of radiative Anti-Stokes emission, a non-
radiative multi-phonon decay of excited state takes place, turning into a heat the energy of the initial photon, then 
even at a single parasitic process per ten thousand successful phonon-assisted radiative transitions the net cooling is 
absent! In case of room temperatures the ratio is one-to-hundred, which is much easier to meet. For low 
temperatures, one can consider lower energy pumping photons, for example, using mP10  wavelength photons. 
However, in this case one needs to deal with the atomic transitions separated by0.1eV, in which case the 
multiphonon non-radiative decays are becoming very likely (Hehlen, 2009), thus denouncing the cooling 
opportunities. Thus, new ideas for photonic cooling at low-temperatures are required; they may be related to the so 
called “phonon deficit” effect. 
2. Phonon deficit effect (PDE) 
The PDE was predicted by Gulian and Zharkov (1980) and related to the violation of detailed balance under the 
influence of external fields. If a superconducting film is immersed into a heat-bath and its electron system is shifted 
into a specific nonequilibrium state by externally supplied energy, then in some spectral interval of phonon 
frequencies, the film absorbs phonons from the heat-bath rather than emitting them. 
 
2.1. Superconductors vs. atoms 
 
Thus, instead of atomic energy levels we will consider energy gap '  in superconductors. The major condition 
for PDE is that the incident photons being absorbed by this quantum system should have energies smaller than the 
pair-breaking energy '2 . In superconductors at temperature 0zT  there is always a certain number of electronic 
excitations above the gap edge. They are in thermodynamic equilibrium with phonons. The phonons in 
superconductors having energy more than '2 , effectively recycle the energy: they break pairs and create 
quasiparticles which recombine and emit phonons of the same energy. According to the principle of detailed 
balance, the probabilities of the direct and reverse processes are identical, and the state is stationary. The situation 
Fig. 1. With laser light tuned to the frequency Zpt,i  a little below the fluorescent emission frequency Zpt,e  of the 
transition, a simultaneous Zpn-phonon absorption is required for a subsequent fluorescence blue-shift: Zpt,e=Zpt,i+Zpn. 
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changes when an external photon field is acting. If the frequency of photons does not exceed the quasiparticle 
creation threshold frequency ( !/2' ), the action of photons merely changes the ''center of gravity '' of the 
quasiparticle distribution toward higher energies. The number of excitations left at energies immediately above the 
gap edge falls below its thermodynamic equilibrium value. Then the probability of phonon absorption at frequencies 
!/2'!qZ  becomes greater than the probability of their emission, indicating the violation of detailed balance in 
presence of an external field. That is, the external field tends to create an internal deficit of phonons in the frequency 
range near !'2~qZ . This deficit should be compensated somehow for the state to remain stationary. Thus, 
negative phonon fluxes, i.e., fluxes from the surrounding environment to the superconductor arise. 
 
2.2. The opportunity of cooling  
 
The PDE doubly discriminates phonons by their emissive properties: in the frequency domain, and in 
directionality. This yields an opportunity for cooling, schematically shown in Fig. 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3. Phonon flux directivity 
 
For PDE to act as a phonon pump, as shown in Fig. 2, one needs to provide directionality to phonon fluxes. 
Namely, these media should be chosen appropriately, so that the preferable phonon-flow direction would be from 
the bottom media towards superconducting film, and from the superconducting film to the top media. Such a 
property is called “phonon rectification”. We will need rectification, as well as frequency-selective phonon filters 
for the PDE to work as cooling engine. 
3. Thermal rectification 
The first observation of thermal rectification was by Starr (1936). One example related to this effect is the 
famous “Kapitza resistance”. Mechanisms causing this effect can serve as a basis for phonon rectification, which 
attracts a lot of attention (Little (1959), Anderson (1981), Sun et al.(2001), Hoff (1985), Li et al. (2004), Hu et al. 
(2006), Dames (2009), Kobayashi (2009), Roberts, Walker (2011)). They consist of close analogy with the 
geometrical optics where the photons cannot propagate from the higher optical density medium to the lower optical 
density medium if the incident angle is bigger than the critical value. The same is true for the specular reflection of 
phonons; the role of “acoustic density” is played by Uu, where U is the mechanical density of the material, and u is 
the speed of sound in it. Usually the level of rectification is defined as H= (k+ k-)/(k++k-), where k+ is the thermal 
conductivity in forward direction, and k- - in backward direction. At no rectification H=0, and at complete 
rectification H=1. Theoretical predictions of H= 1 exist for 1D-chains, and experimental data exist for H~0.67 
(Roberts, Walker (2011)). This corresponds to k+ = 5k-, which comes close to the requirements of the operability of 
the refrigerator, as we will show next. 
Fig. 2. The idea of cooling via PDE. Two different media surround a superconducting film pumped to nonequilibrium 
state by Z0-photons. The top medium is transparent to photons. It also accepts freely phonon fluxes from the 
superconductor, thus serving as a heat sink. The second medium, the object to cool, tends not to accept these phonons, 
but rather serves as a phonon source in the negative flux frequencies, so that the film absorbs phonons to compensate the 
deficit from the object to cool, and forwards excess phonons to the heat sink, thus acting as energy pump.  
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4. Quantitative estimates 
Analytical and numerical calculations of the PDE have been performed a while ago in the framework of general 
equations of nonequilibrium superconductivity (Gulian, Zharkov, 1999). Recently we revisited the topic for more 
complete calculations (Gulian, Melkonyan, 2013). The principally important outcome is shown in Fig. 3. As follows 
from this analysis, the positive energy flux (emission) is bigger than the negative one (absorption), which is natural, 
since the external filed is dissipating energy. Integrating positive and negative fluxes, one can find their ratio. In this 
case, which is one of the best we were able to find, the ratio is about 5. Comparing this with the rectification 
achievable in practice (Section 3) one can judge that an additional filtering or/and improved phonon rectification1 is 
required for net cooling. 
 
5. Phonon filtering 
 
Spectrally selective phonon filters are long known in phonon spectrometry (Narayanamurti et al. (1979), 
Koblinger et al. (1987)). They consist of superlattices constituting multi-layer Bragg structures (Fig. 4). 
 
 
Fig. 4.Bragg multilayers between two media as a selective phonon filter. 
 
 
1 Recently a rectification factor of  2000 has been predicted  (Fornieri et al, 2013) in tunnel-junction metal electrodes at sub-K temperatures. 
z1 zN zL
z2
d1 dN
d2
dL
Superlattice with L = Np layers
N layers
Fig. 3.Phonon deficit effect in terms of the phonon frequency (energy).Frequency of the photon pump is Z _'_. 
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Following the same principles, we were able to design various appropriate band-pass and stop-band filters 
(Melkonyan et al. (2003)), with spectral characteristics similar to shown in Fig. 5 for different ranges of phonon 
frequencies. We can now discuss a cooler design which exploits all these findings (Fig. 6). 
 
6. Suggested design 
 
In this design THz- radiation photons propagate in a sapphire rod. A superconducting film is deposited on the 
surface of the rod. The frequency Z  of the radiation is tuned to be less than the energy gap '2  in the 
superconductor, so that the pair breaking is prohibited. The absorbed photons only redistribute the existing electron-
hole excitations, so that their distribution function is far from equilibrium.  There is a dielectric material deposited 
on top of superconductors, which serves as an “object to cool”. Its “acoustical density” uU  is supposed to be 
smaller than that of the superconducting material, so phonons are “rectified” to propagate from, but not toward it. 
Thus, the superconductor is pumping out the energy from this “object to cool”. As we mentioned, the best reported 
rectification factors are about 5. This number is marginal in view of the positive/negative flux ratio. To amplify the 
rectification, one can use phonon filters. They can be arranged between superconductor and the “object to cool”. The 
sapphire rod serves not only as a photonic wave guide, but also as a thermal heat sink, having a remarkably high 
heat conductivity and high acoustic density. It is thermally anchored to the bigger external heat bath. If required, one 
can arrange spectral filters between sapphire and superconducting film, so that sapphire would only absorb phonons 
without supplying them to the superconductor, thus yielding a net cooling.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.Designed stop-band filter. 
Fig. 6. Elaborated design of prospective solid-state photonic cooler, based on the PDE. 
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7. Discussion and conclusions 
 
An all-solid-state refrigerator, able to cool down devices from the ambient to millikelvin temperatures,is one of 
the dreams of researchers working at cryogenic temperatures. They also would be able to revolutionize the world of 
consumer electronics. While cooling from the higher end, from room to absolute zero, is being well addressed down 
to the mid-way, the lower end is still missing its conquerors. To be more exact, the very low-temperature range, 
from 1K and down, is being very successfully attacked by electronic coolers: recently sub-50 mK temperatures have 
been achieved (Nguen et al., 2014). However, the intermediate temperature range, 1K-150K, seems to be yet 
forbidden. This is the range where phonons are major players, and their properties should be used in constructive 
manner. We hope that phonon deficit effect would be able to assist with this task, at least in the range around 4K, 
where traditional superconductors could be applied. The design which we described is not the only one. Other 
opportunities (see, e.g., Melkonyan et al. (2003)) could also be considered on the basis of the PDE. In what was 
done, we tried to make the calculations using realistic models and parameters. Nevertheless, revealing the principal 
opportunities was our major concern. The modelling still can be further enhanced to take into account subtle effects 
characterizing superconductors, filtering with superlattices, thermal rectification with nanostructures, etc. 
Applicability of high-temperature superconductors to higher-temperature range in the same context is very 
interesting topic, however, it still lacks exploration.  
To summarize, our firm belief is that cooling based on the PDE is a “hot” enough topic for charging and 
conquering experimentally. 
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